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A century ago, a Logansport Indiana company was 
founded on $6,000 of capital to make parcel post 
scales and electric fans. LMC Workholding has lasted 
through the Great Depression and two world wars. 
Today, it’s on the heels of a major expansion, world-
wide relationships and a factory floor with robotic 
technology to produce workholding and wheel-
manufacturing products for a global market.

1916
Logansport Machine Co. founded at
Fifth and High streets in Logansport,
Indiana. First products Postage Scales
and Electric Fans.

1940’s
LMC presented with the E award and Army/
Navy/E flag for World War Twoera military 
production of materials.

mid 1970’s
Develops a complete line of workholding 
chucks and rotating cylinders including the 
“Thru-Hole”. Fluid Power and Presses become 
50% of the business volume.

1920
Began creating workholding products like chucks 
and cylinders with a concentration in fluid power 
and presses.

1971
Gordon J. Duerr purchases LMC September 15, 
1971 beginning (and now continuing) a three-
generation run of Duerrs as CEO leadership.

1979
New business strategy to dedicate total resources 
to the Machine Tool Industry. Sold Fluid Power & 
Presses divisions. Reinvested sale proceeds into 
Chuck & Cylinder production capacity, sales and 
engineering staff and new computer systems.
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1986
Bought Buck Chuck Company Kalamazoo, 
Michigan focused on manual and specialty 
workholding. Partnered with Japan’s 
Matsumoto Machine focused on high speed 
automatic workholding.

2000’s
Continued to seek out the best in international 
workholding partnerships to bring the best 
global solutions to LMC customers. Produced 
the first wheel chuck and formed partnership 
with Atling.

2013
Partnered with Technologies FRB from 
Bologna, Italy. Leading manufacturer of 
patented face drivers and centers.

1996
Sold Buck Chuck to focus on Logansport 
manufacturing, custom workholding and 
developing products for aluminum wheel 
manufacturing.

2006
Bought out Matsumoto Machine Company and 
rebranded to Logansport Machine Company, 
formed partnership with Chandox.

2016
Completes three-year, $4,000,000 Logansport 
expansion and creates a partnership with 
Rotomors. Approved another $2.5 million 
expansion budget to prepare for the next 100 
years! 

LMC celebrates 100 years of 
business and 45 years of Duerr 
family ownership.
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THE NAME TO KNOW IN WORKHOLDING

Since 1916 LMC has been the name to know in 
workholding. Some others have faltered. Even 
fizzled. But we’re just getting started. Growing. Re-
shaping. Re-thinking. Re-investing in engineering 
and manufacturing capabilities. Listening and 
learning. Creating international partnerships. Seeking 
out the best in workholding worldwide to bring you 
the right solutions to your workholding problems.

For 100 years LMC Workholding has provided 
engineering and manufacturing in Logansport, 
Indiana. LMC makes all types of workholding with a 
heavy emphasis currently on rotational workholding 
and aluminum wheel manufacturing systems. LMC’s 
products include standard and special chucks and 
cylinders up to 7 meters in diameter, manual and 
hydraulic steady rest systems and integration, face 
drivers, centers and many other types of standard 
and super precision chucks, cylinders and fixtures. 
LMC has global reach and partnerships with 
additional manufacturing and service in Sweden, 
Germany, Italy, Taiwan and China.
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U.S. Manufacturing

U.S. Manufacturing
Centrally located in the industrial Midwest, 
our Logansport, Indiana headquarters and 
manufacturing facility features the latest in 
manufacturing equipment and quality systems. 
Here you will find CNC machining, turning and 
grinding equipment in clean, modern facilities.

Engineering
For complete systems from the spindle up, LMC 
Engineering is experienced enough to get it right 
and nimble enough for your unique application 
challenges.

Customer Support
From beginning to end — your inquiry through 
post-installation support — count on LMC to 
meet your needs with worldwide customer 
support.

Global Service & Installation
LMC Workholding is your source for worldwide 
service and installation. Service anywhere, 
anytime. Installation assistance or turn-key 
installation services. Only from LMC.
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NOBODY OFFERS YOU THIS RANGE

Power Chucks & Cylinders
LMC and Chandox brand power chucks and 
workholding cylinders are manufactured to provide 
powerful clamping force, precision, high-speed 
revolution and rugged durability.

LMC PC Series chucks and cylinders are direct 
replacements for MMK Z Series chucks and 
cylinders. Chandox OP Series chucks and cylinders 
are direct replacements for Kitagawa chucks and 
cylinders dimensionally. LMC brand power chucks 
are the standard for Haas and other standard lathes 
worldwide. 

Chandox brand manual 
chucks and power chucks 
are the standard for many 
other machine tools.

Face Drivers & Live Centers
LMC Workholding is now offering FRB patented face 
drivers. FRB designs and manufactures products 
incorporating advanced technology  
in turning, gear cutting and grinding.

FRB face drivers feature a patented face driver 
compensating system, operated by a wedge lever, 
which is highly adjustable and reliable in the most 
difficult conditions. Work positioning is maintained 
with optimal repeatability. The interchangeability of 
centers with slots even allows turning of work-pieces 
with holes in the end piece.

The live centers feature the world’s only patented live 
center compensating system for faster, deeper cuts. 
High-performance dead centers also available.
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Global Support
OF WORKHOLDING SOLUTIONS

Manual Chucks
A chuck for every price 
range. From durable cast 
iron body chucks to extra 
heavy duty steel body units 
to last a lifetime. One and 
two piece jaws available.

Stationary 
Workholding for 

Machining Centers
Known around the world 
for workholding products 
for turning applications, 
LMC Workholding also 
offers a wide array of 
workholding solutions for 
stationary applications on 
machining centers and 
drilling machines. Standard 
and custom solutions are 
available.

SC and
SK Series
Competitively 
priced, cast iron 
body chucks.
3, 4, 6 and 8 jaw 
options.

Stationary
Manual Chucks
Every configuration 
for mounting 
to a tombstone 
or directly to a 
machining center 
table. Round or 
square chucks. 
Super thin low 
profile. Wrench 
or hand wheel 
operation. Sizes 6” 
to 12”.

CT and
FKT Series
Steel body heavy 
duty chucks. 3 and 
4 jaw options.

Super Precision 
and Stationary
Air Chucks 2 jaw, 
3 jaw, and 4 jaw 
duplex designs. 4” 
to 12” diameters. 
Super Precision 
chucks accurate 
to 1μm. Also 
available for turning 
applications.

DIN6350
Series
Super heavy duty 
steel body chucks. 
3, 4 and 6 jaw 
options. Conforms 
to European DIN 
standards.

Rotary Table
Air Chucks
2- and 3-jaw 
air chucks for 
indexing or rotary 
table applications. 
Waterproof, 
dustproof and 
rustproof for 
performance 
in demanding 
applications.
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NOBODY OFFERS YOU THIS RANGE

Large Chucks and Pallet Systems
LMC has partnered with Rotomors of Turin, 
Italy to produce large chucks. Rotomors 
provides self centering chucks for lathes and 
pallet changing systems for vertical lathes and 
machining centers. LMC and Rotomors are 
capable of producing very large chucks, up to 
23 feet in diameter. Rotomors is a world leader 
in the design and manufacture of the state-of-
the-art workholding systems for automotive and 
aerospace industries, energy and the production 
of large-diameter bearings, alloy wheels and 
railway wheels.

Wheel Chucks
LMC Workholding is the worldwide market leader 
in workholding equipment for the manufacture 
of wheels for passenger cars, light trucks, trucks 
and buses. LMC has engineered new wheel 
chuck technologies to include quick change 
wheel chucks and lightweight chucks. The wheel 
chuck line offers five models in sizes ranging 
from 14” to 24.5” in diameter or larger to suit.
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Global Support
OF WORKHOLDING SOLUTIONS

Oil Field Products
LMC Workholding is your 
oil field choice. For OCTG 
suppliers LMC has a wide 
range of workholding 
products for pipe threading, 
pipe couplings, and 
manufacturing components 
for fracturing and directional 
drilling. Large heavy duty 
workholding is ideal for 
manufacturing above ground 
and deep water valves, 
pumps and pressure control 
equipment.

Thru-Hole Self-
Contained Chucks

With thru-holes 
up to 22½(, LMC 
selfcontained 
chucks are the
choice for pipe
threading 
operations. Self-
contained designs 
allow for double 
chuck set-ups.
Manual chucks are 
also available.

Large Heavy Duty
Steady Rests

Hydraulically 
actuated. Designed 
for constant grip 
force over the 
entire grip range 
eliminating constant 
part centerline 
movement. 
Standard units to 
34¼” diameters. 
Units built to order 
to 40” and above.

Power Chucks
and Actuators

Chuck packages, 
all configurations, 
from 15” to 36” 
chuck diameters.
Thru-hole and
chucker set-ups 
available. Ideal 
for pipe coupling 
and valve body 
processing.

Hydraulic & Manual Steady Rests
Atling self-centering steady rests maintain the integrity of long shaft or bar 
workpieces that tend to bend or deflect under unstable cutting loads. Designed to fit 
any CNC or conventional lathe, offer a large gripping force in a compact housing and 
fit a larger than normal gripping range in even extremely limited conditions. Available 
in standard models with gripping diameters from ¼” (6mm) to 34¼” (870mm). 
Special application gripping diameters to 40” and larger.

Special Custom Built
Manual Steady Rests

When off-the-shelf units won’t do. 
Standard 1-1-1 units 3.47” to 7.87” and 
capacity up to 2 tons. Custom units to 
over 118” and 50 ton capacity available.
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THE GLOBAL LEADER IN SPECIALTY

Special Application Workholding
Count on LMC for specialty chucks, mandrels 
fixtures and clamping solutions. These 
are common to the automotive industry or 
wherever highly specific applications are found. 
Engineered and built to the highest quality 
standards, LMC specialty workholding will 
meet your stringent requirements.
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Global Support
WORKHOLDING SOLUTIONS.
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Specialty Fixture for 5-axis Machining

Custom-designed fixture to grip a hard-to-handle 
part via a limited portion of the large work piece. 
Low profile to fit workspace. The fixture contains 
hydraulic pressure internally and operates 
via portable independent hydraulic unit that 
connects via non-leak coupler.



THE NAME TO KNOW IN WORKHOLDING

Chandox Precision Industrial Co., Ltd. of Taiwan produces standard 
chucks and cylinders, machining center and rotary table chucks and 
cylinders and features the LMC designed and supported PC series 
chucks up to 24 inches and other series up to 40 inches.

Rotomors of Torino, Italy offers pallet exchangers and very large 
chucks up to 23 feet in diameter.

Richter of Langenhagen, Germany produces manual steady rests are 
specially manufactured to meet specific requirements for customer 
applications.

Ocklebo Sweden’s Atling self-centering steady rests maintain the 
integrity of shaft or bar workpieces that tend to bend or deflect 
under unstable cutting loads.

Tecnologie FRB of Bologna, Italy designs and manufactures 
patented face drivers and live centers.

LMC Wheel Products Group focuses on WHEEL CHUCKS AND 
FIXTURES and aluminum wheel manufacturing equipment. LMC is 
the global leader in workholding equipment for the manufacture of 
wheels for passenger cars, light trucks, trucks and buses.

LMC Workholding 
P.O. Box 7006 • 1200 West Linden Ave. 
Logansport, Indiana 46947-7006  
Phone  574-735-0225 • Fax  574-722-6559 
E-mail: info@LMCworkholding.comLMCworkholding.com
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